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Celebrating working people,
winning the Canada we want
by Janet Andrews and Stephen von Sychowski

E very Labour Day, Canada’s unions 
celebrate working people and look 

ahead to build a better, more inclusive 
future for all. Since last year safety 
concerns around the COVID-19 pan-
demic has ruled out the large in-person 
gatherings where we traditionally share 
solidarity. Instead, we will mark the day 
virtually, but our purpose remains the 
same.

This year we are once again focused 
on the frontline workers who kept us fed, 
healthy, housed and supported during 
the worst days of the pandemic, and 
continue to do so today. These workers 
often receive low pay and have few (if any) 
benefits or paid sick days. They risked 
their own health and safety, and that of 
their families while big businesses raked 
in record profits. The rich got richer, with 
Canada’s billionaires increasing their 
fortunes by $78 billion since March 2020, 
while the rest of us struggled.

Alongside the shameful inequities 
exposed by the pandemic were the cavern-
ous cracks visible in Canada’s social safety 

net. We saw the devastation successive 
government failures to properly plan and 
manage resources wrought on vulnerable 
seniors and staff in long-term care homes, 
the lack of sufficient personal protective 
equipment for frontline workers, slow and 
initially inadequate responses to unem-
ployment, disability, housing and student 
debt relief and other pandemic-related 
challenges, including impacts on mental 
health and economic stability.

The pandemic shone a spotlight on 
these stark injustices revealing the fragil-
ity of our systems and their inequitable 
foundations. In the blink of an eye our 
day-to-day routines changed, and gov-
ernments responded (some better than 
others) with before unheard-of resources 
to fund emergency programs. We have 
now seen what is possible and should never 
forget it.

People centred government and 
taking care of the vulnerable among us 
should not be a policy option reserved 
for emergencies. The status quo, having 
been disrupted, must not be restored. A 

just recovery must include strengthening 
the social safety net with improvements 
to Employment Insurance and establish-
ing new universal, affordable, accessible 
pharmacare, childcare, dental care, and 
mental health care plans. These are not 
idle aspirations, the tools are at hand 
through political will with wealth taxes, 
closing tax loopholes, stronger regulations 
targeting the super-rich and those who 
have benefited during the pandemic, and 
engaging in meaningful Reconciliation 
with First Nations and committing to 
building inclusive communities free from 
hate and discrimination.

Workers must be at the heart of any 
pandemic recovery plan. Jobs lost during 
the pandemic must be replaced with new 
ones which provide a living wage, benefits 
like paid sick leave and pensions, and 
a path to unionization. We know the 
long standing issues faced by low-waged 
and precarious workers many of whom 
are from marginalized communities. We 
must rethink how we value work, must 
look closely at employers and industries 

whose success relies on the economic 
oppression of others and use a gender and 
equity lens to reform outdated regulations 
that advantage the few and the power-
ful at the expense of everyone else. We 
must resist austerity and cuts and invest 
in workers and communities who are 
the foundation of our local economies 
and the hope for a better, resilient, and 
inclusive future.

We all have a part to play. In our work-
places, our unions, and our communities 
we can come together to demand and 
win the Canada we want post-pandemic. 
One opportunity to do this will be the 
coming federal election. Get involved this 
election. Demand that your candidates 
commit to a just pandemic recovery and 
demonstrate their plan for supporting 
working families now and in the future. 
Remind them that without workers, there 
is no recovery. This Labour Day, commit 
to winning the Canada we want. n
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This Labour Day, let’s pause to reflect and recharge,  
then continue our fight for stronger communities
by Karen Ranalletta 
President, CUPE BC

H appy Labour Day! On behalf of the more than 
100,000 CUPE members in B.C. I hope this impor-

tant day gives you the opportunity to spend some time 
with your families and friends—subject to pandemic 
restrictions, of course—and to reflect on the contribu-
tions working people have made by forming unions and 
fighting for a better world for all.

This is the second Labour Day during this pandemic. 
We won’t be able to come together at big picnics or bar-
beques. For me, part of what has always made Labour 
Day celebrations so special has been to see the coming 
together of workers from so many different backgrounds. 
And while I’ll miss that terribly this Labour Day, I have 
hope that by next year COVID-19 will be mostly in the 
rearview mirror. As we work together to end the pan-
demic, we also need to work together to ensure that we 
build back in ways that make our communities stronger 
and more sustainable.

Of course, the current federal election gives us an 
important opportunity to have our say about what kind 
of leadership in our country. While I don’t want to make 
this column about partisan politics, readers likely know 

which leader and party I support. I hope you will join 
me in supporting progressive candidates who support 
strengthening—not weakening—the public services that 
ensure our communities are for everyone, not just the 
wealthiest.

We had much work to do before this pandemic to 
make our communities, our province, and our coun-
try fair and just for everyone. It’s unconscionable, for 
example, that there are communities in this country 
without access to drinking water. Income inequality 
continues to grow, as the 1 percent amasses more wealth 
at the expense of the rest of us. There is much more work 
to be done to eradicate racism in our social and political 
systems and structures. And, we are facing a climate 
crisis that demands action and resolve from leaders and 
citizens alike.

These are no small challenges, and there are no quick 
fixes, but our society will not thrive if any of them are 
left unaddressed.

One way to build greater equity in our economy is to 
increase the availability of quality affordable childcare. 
That’s why one of our top priorities for the fall and 
beyond is building support for the mass expansion of 
$10 a Day childcare in communities across the province. 

The pandemic has really exposed the inequities in access 
to quality, affordable childcare, and also demonstrated 
that our public schools can provide the child care B.C. 
needs. The new seamless day pilot projects in more 
than 20 school districts across B.C., which bring before 
and after-school childcare into public schools, shows 
us a great, cost-effective way to make child care spaces 
more accessible with enhanced learning for kids. The 
facilities are already built, the programs can integrate 
with daytime learning, and we already have many of the 
trained people ready to get to work.

So as we work together over the coming months and 
years, let’s try to remember the spirit we all felt a year 
ago, when we made a point of thanking the frontline 
workers who have gotten us through the pandemic. Let’s 
remember the spirit and solidarity of the workers and 
union members who made so many sacrifices to make 
things better not just for themselves but for everyone.

Happy Labour Day.

Karen Ranalletta is President of CUPE BC, 
elected in 2021. CUPE BC is the largest union in 
British Columbia, representing more than 100,000 
workers delivering important public services in 
nearly every community in the province.

UNION-

MADE

Labour Day is 

Karen Ranalletta, President        Trevor Davies, Secretary-Treasurer

cupe.bc.ca
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by Tim Louis

The Nobel Peace Prize will be announced this coming 
October 8, 2021. It will be awarded December 10, 

2021. One of the nominees is the Henry Reeve Brigade. 
This organization was the brainchild of the late Cuban 
Leader, Fidel Castro, in 2005. It sends Cuban doctors to 
nations around the world in need of medical services.

Since 2005, the Brigade have carried out humanitar-
ian missions in 22 countries, with almost 8,000 medical 
professionals, treating more than 3.5 million people.

Former Brazilian President, Lula Da Silva says the 
following,

“While rich countries export soldiers and drop bombs 
on poor communities, Cuba, by sending doctors all over 
the world, exports life, love and health.”

Other notable individuals that are urging the Nobel 
Peace Prize Committee to give its award this year to the 
Henry Reeve Brigade are, Danny Glover, Tom Morello, 
Alice Walker, and Rafael Correa.

In addition to the above individuals, a number of emi-
nent organizations have also strongly put their support 
behind the Henry Reeve Brigade. One such organization 

medical supplies to hundreds of thousands of underprivi-
leged and underserved populations throughout the world. 
These services include prevention as well as treatment. Its 
message is one of human solidarity and peace, building 
bridges of understanding between different countries, 
regardless of ideology and cultural background. In that 
sense, the Henry Reeve Brigade represents the best 

of international cooperation for the 
good of humanity.”

One of the first aide efforts by the 
Henry Reeve Brigade was in 2005 
in Pakistan. A major earthquake 
had just struck this poor nation. 
Cuba immediately sent hundreds of 
well-trained doctors together with 
mobile hospitals. Many of these doc-
tors lived for a considerable period of 
time in Pakistani mountains provid-
ing medical care to citizens that had 
never set eye on a doctor their entire 
life.

Today, Cuban doctors are in 
Africa treating Ebola patients, put-
ting their own lives at great risk.

What I find most incredible is that 
Cuba has achieved all of the above 

in spite of the cruel and barbaric American economic 
blockade. This blockade has made it virtually impossible 
for the Cuban government to import much needed medi-
cal equipment, including respirators desperately needed 
for Cuba’s Covid patients. n

Nobel Prize For Cuba’s 
Henry Reeves Brigade?

is the Council for Hemispheric Affairs. Here is what they 
say,

“Since its inception, the Henry Reeve International 
Medical Brigade, sponsored by the government of Cuba, 
has delivered high quality health care services and 

PHOTO: WWW.CUBANOBEL.ORG
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COMMENTARY

What We Talk About When  
We Talk About Afghanistan
August 27, 2021, by Tom Sandborn

W here is Raymond Carver when we really need 
him? The brilliant American short story writer, 

poet laureate of moral ambiguity, white trash squalor 
and feral violence, ( and author of What We Talk About 
When We Talk About Love) is the only talent equal to the 
challenge presented by the news from Afghanistan in late 
August.

Mainly, what we talk about when we talk about 
Afghanistan comes down to everyone who comments 
arguing that the current debacle in Kabul illustrates just 
how right our own earlier views on Afghanistan were, 
and how truly evil our political opponents are. (Some 
readers, of course, may see this essay as yet another 
example of just such self-justification.) Current Afghan 
news is a kind of political Rorschach test onto which we 
project our anxieties, regrets, claims to virtue , guilts and 
delusions. And it is, on all sides, just as unpersuasive and 
annoying as virtue signalling so often is.

When not signalling past virtue, most commentators 
have focused on the easy sentiment to be wrung out of 
the crowds of Afghans who worked for the Western forces 
over the past two decades, now outside the airport gates 
at Kabul clamoring for the rescue they were promised. 
And it is a compelling story- men ( mainly) who bonded 
in battle keeping faith with each other, desperate escapes, 

and chases. The Netflix action movie almost writes 
itself, especially in the wake of the August 26 suicide 
bomb attack at the Kabul airport. And to be clear, I 
hope that everyone who wants to get out of Afghanistan 
succeeds. And the western invaders do owe some help to 
the Afghans who collaborated with them-in the spirit of 
honor amongst thieves, if nothing else.

But here are a few other things we should say when 
we speak of Afghanistan. While no sane observer can 
pretend that the Taliban and their apparent competition 
on the Islamic militant side ISIS K are anything but 
murderous, misogynist thugs, the western countries that 
have been making Afghanistan into a free fire zone for 
decades also have much to answer for. By April of this 
year, according to a think tank based at Brown University 
the long war had cost more than 71,000 civilian lives in 
Afghanistan and Pakistan, the majority killed by western 
invaders. Since 2016, almost 1,600 of the civilian deaths 
were children.

And Canadians bemused by this season’s bad news 
out of Afghanistan ought to remember that while “hold-
ing the bully’s coat,” ( to use Linda McQuaig’s resonant 
phrase about Canada/US imperial cooperation) Canadian 
forces handed over Afghan prisoners to American and 
Afghan forces, setting the stage for horrific torture. We 

should say that the cost in Canadian lives (165) and dol-
lars ( an estimated $18 billion) was real, but fades almost 
into insignificance when compared to what the war cost 
Afghans.

Many commentators have focused, in thinking about 
the botched Afghan departure, on what the long war cost 
the west, and those costs have been considerable. Maybe, 
they suggest, the problems all started with an ill-advised 
attempt to nation build, or maybe the problem lies in the 
idea of humanitarian intervention itself. Both critiques 
have some power, but if we really want to think through 
the lessons of the West’s failed intervention, we need to 
go further and recognize the brutal realities of US impe-
rialism and the presence of US troops in more than 100 
countries. Until that horrific reality changes, the US and 
its allies like Canada will be drawn into further blood-
stained reiterations of the Afghan nightmare. That’s what 
we should talk about when we talk about Afghanistan. n

Tom Sandborn lives and writes on unceded 
Indigenous territory in Vancouver. He welcomes 
your feedback and story tips at tos65@telus.net

Essop Mia
Chartered Professional 

Accountant

Hay & Watson
900 – 1450 Creekside Drive 

Vancouver, BC V6J 5B3
Phone: (604) 734-1690
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It’s High Time Canada Keeps Its Word: Stop Involuntary 
Confinement and Drugging of People With Psychiatric Diagnoses

HUMAN RIGHTS

by Tom Sandborn

“I was held as an involuntary patient for 26 days last 
summer and forced on anti-psychotic drugs against 

my will and the will of my family due to the current MHA 
act and “deemed consent” in British Columbia. When I 
objected I was confined in a cell and injected.” Barb P.

Canada is not meeting its international obligations 
to respect the human rights of 
people who have been saddled 
with a psychiatric diagnosis, 
says United Nations Rapporteur 
on the Rights of Persons with 
Disabilities (UNCRPD) Catalina 
Devandas-Aguilar. The rap-
porteur, who visited Canada in 
2019 to report on whether Canada 
was implementing the UN 
Convention it ratified a decade 
before, issued her scathing con-
clusions in a report to be found 
at ohchr.org/EN/NewsEvents/Pages/DisplayNews.
aspx?NewsID=24481&LangID=E.

Ms.Devandas-Aguilar fournd that “mental health” 
treatment in Canada often failed to meet UN standards 

and led to common abuses. These abuses too often 
include forced drugging, forced electroshock treatments 
and forced detention on locked wards.Now Canadian 
activists, many of whom have themselves survived 
involuntary detention, electroshock and drugging under 
the cruel aegis of medical psychiatry are organizing to 
demand that Canada meet the obligations it undertook 

in 2010. In June of 2021, a peti-
tion created by a group of these 
activist was tabled in the House 
of Commons by BC MP Jenny 
Kwan. The petition (to which, 
full disclosure, I am a signatory) 
calls on Canadian governments 
to honour its obligations under 
the convention and move to end 
involuntary psychiatric “treat-
ments.” (Currently, Canada has 
refused to implement the terms of 
the UN Convention that prohibit 
treatment without informed con-

sent, and too many Canadians suffer imposed treatment, 
both within hospital settings and in the community.

“I have been in the mental “health” system for many 
years now because once you are in the system it is next 

Burn Fund Centre, 3891 Main Street, Vancouver

Donate today at burnfund.org or call 604-436-5617
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• Enhanced Patient & Medical Care

BURN FUNDBC Professional Fire Fighters’

Burn Fund Centre: 3891 Main Street, Vancouver, BC

to impossible to get out. You are completely stripped of 
your rights and self-determination. Being in the mental 
“health” system is worse than probation because not 
only is there no end in sight, but your health is coercively 
destroyed with psychiatric “treatments”. Not only do 
neuroleptics cause neurological disorders, which is brain 
damage, they also cause obesity, diabetes, and a host 
of other horrrific “side effects.” Psychiatry has been 
more traumatizing for me than the original trauma I 
experienced that led to me to develop psychosis in the 
first place and it has prevented me from recovering.” A 
former “patient who has asked for anonymity.

While the abuse of the human rights of people identi-
fied as “mentally ill” is a serious issue across Canada, 
BC is a hot spot for such abuse. One study based on data 
obtained through a Freedom of Information application, 
revealed that 280 BC residents were forced to endure elec-
troshock against their will in 2017. Another study suggests 
that over 14,000 patients were involuntarily committed to 
psych wards in 2015-2016, more than entered such wards 
voluntarily! BC’s Mental Health Act essentially gives 
psychiatric doctors and nurses a free pass to treat without 
permission, suggesting that anyone who has come to the 
attention of the mental health system and been admitted 
as given “deemed consent” to any treatment.   continued

While the abuse of the 
human rights of people 
identified as “mentally ill” 
is a serious issue across 
Canada, BC is a hot spot 
for such abuse. 
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Many Canadians like to think of this country as a progressive utopia where human rights 
are carefully respected. This is a partial truth that hides the horrific ways in which innocent 
people continue to be abused by our governments. The butcher’s bill that records such abuse is 
long and ugly- from the Indigenous children who died in residential schools to the racialized 
communities that suffer from police violence and the structural racism and sexism that is 
laced through all our institutions and makes them into killing grounds where lives are marred 
and ended. Add to that list the damage done by coercive psychiatric treatment and detention. 
We clearly have a lot of work to do if we want to live up to our cherished illusion of Canadian 
innocence. One necessary step on that path would be for provincial and federal governments 
to act immediately to honor our obligations under the UNCRPD. If you agree, you can let 
governments at both levels know that you want these changes implemented immediately. n

I gratefully acknowledge that I live, work, and play on the unceded and traditional  
territories of the Coast Salish peoples – Sḵwx̱wú7mesh (Squamish), Səl̓ílwətaʔ/Selilwitulh 
(Tsleil-Waututh) and xʷməθkʷəy̓əm (Musqueam) nations.
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GALLIE

On behalf of the 60,000 members of the 
New Westminster & District Labour Council, 

we wish everyone a Happy Labour Day!
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NOW SCREENING ON NETFLIX

Crip Camp
By Tom Sandborn

In the opening scenes of Crip Camp, a documentary available currently on Netflix, 
school buses pull into the entrance of Jened, a summer camp in the New York 

Catskills. When the doors open, campers emerge into the sunshine, some on crutches, 
some in wheelchairs, all in one way or another “handicapped,” to use the brutal and 
dismissive language common in 1971, when the early archival footage used by the 
documentary makers was shot.

In the company of young staff counsellors who display most of the visual markers 
of ’70s counterculture — long hair, beards, tie-dyed T-shirts and beads — these kids 
swim in a pool; play vigorous, adapted games of baseball and soccer; and discover the 
pleasures of participatory democracy, encounter groups, dancing and summer romance.

Some of the kids we meet in those opening scenes went on to organize a national 
civil rights movement in the U.S. to establish and extend the rights of the disabled, a 
movement as remarkable for its tactical innovations, relentless courage and significant 
victories as it is for its relative invisibility in mainstream, recorded history.

Crip Camp, the product of an ongoing partnership between Netflix and Michelle and 
Barack Obama’s production company, Higher Ground, is an important corrective to 
that invisibility. It’s also a film with important lessons for anyone who wants to organize 
politically to make the world a fairer place and to protect our fragile environment from 
the catastrophic attacks of climate change and pollution. It is likely the most important 
movie you will watch on Netflix this season.

People who live with physical and developmental disabilities often remain nearly 
invisible to their abled peers today, despite the fact that disabled people comprise nearly 
15 per cent of the world’s population, according to the UN. Statistics Canada says that 
22 per cent of Canadians over 15 live with disabilities.

Additionally, those of us who spend much of our lives able-bodied are likely to 
experience some mobility and function challenges as we age.

But the kids we meet in Crip Camp soon learned just how poorly the world was 
organized to meet their needs. They were born into a world where public buildings had 
no wheelchair ramps or entrances, 
and sidewalks lacked the curb 
cuts that make it possible to get 
around in the city in a wheelchair. 
In other words, a world where 
their segregated invisibility was an 
unnoticed-to-most aspect of their 
daily, lived reality.

The first half of Crip Camp 
illuminates what these activists-to-
be experienced at Jened. The footage it depends on emerges from the work of another 
archetypal ’70s experiment, the New York-based People’s Video Theater.

Armed with clunky video cameras, the young videographers embedded at Jened 
and recorded both formal meetings and informal, private moments. These scenes are 
woven together with news footage and, later, interviews with grown-up kids we’ve seen 
experience the revolutionary impact of respect, agency and support at the camp, as they 
become activists and reflect on their foundational time at Crip Camp.

One of the co-producers of the documentary, Jim LeBrecht, was a camper at Jened 
in 1971. His experiences there inspired him to move to Berkeley, California and help 
create the movement he celebrates in the film. We see him as an angelic teen with long 
curls darting around camp in his wheelchair and enjoying time with his first girlfriend.

“What we saw at that camp was that our lives could be better,” he says during an 
interview filmed in 2019. “We were brothers and sisters there. Jened exposed me to the 
outside world.”

Another key figure that emerged from Camp Jened and went on to help change 
the world was counsellor Judy Heumann, whose story makes up one of the moving 
narratives and dramatic throughlines of Crip Camp.  

When the New York City Department of Education refused to hire Heumann — who 
had herself been denied a public-school education due to her disability — to teach in the 
city’s schools, she went to court in 1970.

Heumann won a landmark decision that forced the city to hire her as the school dis-
trict’s first disabled teacher. (The judge who ruled in Heumann’s favour knew a bit about 
discrimination herself. Judge Constance Baker Motley had, earlier in her career, acted 
for the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People in landmark cases 
against racially segregated schools, including the iconic Brown v. Board of Education.)

Later, Heumann was one of the first Camp Jened gang to move to Berkeley where she 
helped found the groundbreaking Center for Independent Living.

When the Carter administration stalled on campaign promises to enforce the 
disability rights that had been guaranteed in theory by the 1972 Rehabilitation Act, 
Heumann and her accomplices created a series of media-grabbing direct actions, 
including a month-long occupation of federal offices in San Francisco and a pilgrimage 
to Washington to bring their message to the president.

The news footage of the occupation and the lobbying trip to D.C. provide some of 
the most exciting and instructive moments in this remarkable documentary. We see the 
occupiers’ almost palpable sense of community as they settle into the federal offices, 
their creative use of their special talents to get around official sabotage, like using sign 
language out the window to communicate with supporters outside after the FBI cut off 
the phones in the occupied building.

We also see how the occupiers reach out to possible allies and generate community 
support. We see them develop a relationship with Evan White, a local TV journalist who 
was the only one in mainstream media to provide extended coverage of their struggles 
and victory. White’s coverage provides much of the archival footage used in this portion 
of the documentary.

This fierce, joyful energy helps to explain how Heumann and her gang were able 
to enlist solidarity actions from the Black Panthers, gay and lesbian activists, unions, 
churches and other allies. The Machinists Union, for example, rented moving trucks to 
shuttle Heumann and her allies around D.C. on their protest rounds.

Eventually Carter’s beleaguered secretary of health, education and welfare caved to 
the pressure and authorized enforcement of the neglected rights language in Section 504 
of the Rehabilitation Act, a law that was itself the result of lobbying and pressure orga-
nized earlier by Heumann and her accomplices. This enforcement meant a significant 
improvement in the way the rights of Americans living with disabilities were protected.

But this win was only a partial victory; Heumann and the movement she helped 
build went on to lobby for the adoption of the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990.

The sweeping legislation has had an immense impact on the lives of Americans. It 
banned discrimination against people living with disabilities in employment, housing 
and transportation. It required communication companies to provide appropriate 
access for people with visual and hearing challenges.

Seven years after the act became law, Heumann and her allies gathered to celebrate 
the 20th anniversary of the Section 504 occupation of federal offices.

“It is no exaggeration to say that we each have participated in one of the greatest and 
most successful people’s movements in the 20th century,” Ken Stein, one of the original 
occupiers, said at its commemoration.

History being made, great golden oldies music, inspiring heroism on display. Crip 
Camp is a film for all seasons. You will be glad you saw it.

Tom Sandborn lives and writes on unceded Indigenous territory in Vancouver. 
He welcomes your feedback and story tips at tos65@telus.net

Crip Camp, the product of an 
ongoing partnership between 
Netflix and Michelle and Barack 
Obama’s production company, 
Higher Ground, is an important 
corrective to invisibility. 

Stills from Crip Camp

https://cripcamp.com/
https://www150.statcan.gc.ca/n1/pub/89-654-x/89-654-x2018002-eng.htm
https://wid.org/resources/wids-founders/
https://www.ada.gov/cguide.htm
mailto:tos65@telus.net
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Crip Camp Through 
Canadian Lens
By Tom Sandborn

The American activist success story that led to the adoption of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act and Crip Camp, the documentary 

that records it is of compelling interest to Canadian disability activists. 
Several of them had different responses.

Paul Caune, founder of Civil Rights Now and the source of the 
instructive epigram, “If you want the politicians to see the light, you 
need to turn up the heat,” told me that he viewed Crip Camp with mixed 
emotions.

“I felt joy at seeing people win,” he told me in early July, “and I felt 
shame and embarrassment about the disability movement in Canada.”

Caune told me that in his view, the recently passed Accessible BC 
Act was toothless and lacked the enforcement powers created by the 
American legislation.

The U.S. is not a utopia for the disabled under the Americans 
with Disabilities Act, he adds — but he still thinks civil disobedience 
campaigns and aggressive litigation will be the best path forward, north 
of the border, to create enforceable rights for disabled people in Canada.

Tim Louis, former Vancouver city councillor and perennial political 
activist who has been a wheelchair user for most of his life, told me 
that watching Crip Camp reinforced his conviction that disabled people 
“should make a fuss.”

“We need to self-advocate,” he said. “We don’t need to be rehabili-
tated. Society does.”

While agreeing with Caune’s point about the need for more progress 
in Canada on rights for those living with disabilities, he does point 
with pride and satisfaction to changes that have already been made, 
especially in his hometown of Vancouver — which now features curb 
cuts and HandyDart services Louis says makes it something of a “dis-
ability heaven.”

“As a movement, we have moved beyond what we could have 
imagined back then,” he told me.

Civil disobedience can be alarming to those who maintain the status 
quo, but Crip Camp provides a compelling argument for fierce activism. 
At a moment when new generations of Indigenous land protectors, 
BIPOC activists, disability rights activists, feminists, environmentalists 
and advocates within queer communities are in the streets and in the 
courts fighting for their rights, often employing civil disobedience and 
often met with angry criticism from those who fear change, Crip Camp 
provides a useful antidote to those fearful voices.

Crip Camp is a remarkable, funny and moving documentary that 
will appeal to anyone who has lived with the challenges of physical or 
developmental disability — and every activist who, today, is wondering 
how to replicate, or advance, its successes. n

Tom Sandborn lives and writes on unceded Indigenous territory in 
Vancouver. He welcomes your feedback and story tips at tos65@telus.net
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Still from Crip Camp

Business Manager      Richard Mangelsdorf 
Asst. Business Manager  Troy Clutchey 
Business Representative      Owin Baxter 

Business Representative         Jeff Lind 
Organizer Steve Davis 

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF SHEET 
METAL, AIR, RAIL AND TRANSPORTATION 

WORKERS LOCAL NO 280 

Salutes All  Workers! 
Happy Labour Day! 

Tel:  604-430-3388     
Web: www.smw280.org 

Email:  info@smw280.org 

https://www.civilrightsnow.ca/
https://thetyee.ca/News/2021/05/20/BC-Landmark-New-Legislation-Adequately-Address-Disability-Rights/
https://thetyee.ca/News/2021/05/20/BC-Landmark-New-Legislation-Adequately-Address-Disability-Rights/
mailto:tos65@telus.net
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NEWS

B.C. tightens mask mandate and  
launches proof of vaccination program
Starting Sept. 13, 2021, proof of vaccination will be required in B.C. for people attending certain social and recreational settings and events

CPPNews-Victoria August 23 and 24, 2021 

This important step will continue to increase the 
vaccination rate across the province and provide 

confidence to fully vaccinated people that those around 
them are also fully vaccinated.

“Vaccines are our ticket to putting this pandemic 
behind us,” said Premier John Horgan. “So I call on all 
eligible unvaccinated British Columbians to roll up their 
sleeves to stop the spread, and help protect themselves, 
their loved ones and the people in their community. 
British Columbia has one of the strongest vaccination 
rates in Canada with 75% of eligible people now fully 
vaccinated, but there is still more work to do.”

A new order from the provincial health officer will 
require individuals to provide proof of vaccination to 
access a broad range of social, recreational, and discre-
tionary events and businesses throughout the province. 
As of Sept. 13, one dose of vaccine will be required for 
entry to these settings. By Oct. 24, entry to these settings 
will require people to be fully vaccinated at least seven 
days after receiving both doses. To enter certain spaces, 
including indoor ticketed sporting events, indoor and 
patio dining in restaurants, fitness centres, casinos and 
indoor organized events, like conferences and weddings, 

people aged 12 and older will be required to show their 
proof of vaccination.

“I am grateful to every single person who has taken 
the time to receive their COVID-19 vaccine,” said Dr. 
Bonnie Henry, B.C.’s provincial health officer. “While 
our vaccination rate continues to rise, we are still seeing 
waves of transmission primarily amongst those who are 
not fully vaccinated. These new measures will help reduce 
transmission and keep our communities safe and ensure 
we can continue to keep businesses open and safely enjoy 
much-needed social events.”

A secure weblink will be provided and publicized 
before Sept. 13, where people will be able to confidentially 
access their proof of vaccination. Individuals will be able 
to save a copy of their proof of vaccination to their phone 
to show it when entering or using designated businesses 

and events. Individuals who cannot access their proof 
of vaccination online will be provided with a secure 
alternative option.

“Getting vaccinated keeps everyone in B.C. safe and 
stops the spread of COVID-19,” said Adrian Dix, Minister 
of Health. “And getting vaccinated is the best choice to 
protect yourself, the people you love and to ensure you 
can continue to participate in these public and private 
events and settings. Our B.C. vaccine card is an essential 
interim action until we transition to a federally compliant 
proof of vaccine.”

By getting vaccinated prior to Sept. 13, every British 
Columbian can continue to access these events and 
settings.

Learn about proof of vaccination and the B.C. vaccine 
card at: gov.bc.ca/gov/content/covid-19/vaccine/proof

Masks will be required in indoor public settings, including: malls, shopping centres, coffee shops and 
retail and grocery stores; liquor and drug stores; airports, city halls, libraries, community and recreation cen-
tres; restaurants, pubs and bars (unless seated); on public transportation, in a taxi or ride-sharing vehicle; areas 
of office buildings where services to the public are provided; common areas of sport and fitness centres when 
not engaged in physical activity; common areas of post-secondary institutions and non-profit organizations; 
and inside schools for all K-12 staff, visitors and students in Grades 4 to 12.

No picnic at Mill Lake this year. 

Visit www.fvlc.ca for online Labour 
Day information and a chance 

to win a $100 gift card!

https://www2.gov.bc.ca/gov/content/covid-19/vaccine/proof
http://www.fvlc.ca/
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VIFF SCREENING

Blue Box
79 Minutes | 2021 | Canada Israel | Hebrew | Full Subtitles

Directed by Michal Weits

T his year the Columbia Journal is pleased to sponsor a film by Michal Weits, Blue Box, at the Vancouver 
International Film Festival. The film raises disturbing questions about the efforts to terra-reform the 

earth at the cost of the livelihood of people presently making their living on that same land.
“The Jewish National Fund’s ubiquitous Blue Boxes were an internationally successful fundraising 

campaign to support the purchase and forestation of land in Israel. Joseph Weits was a seminal figure in the 
growth of the organization, its tree-planting programs and the subsequent myth-building of a national nar-
rative. Draining swamps and clearing stones was part of the reclamation and resettlement of land, driven by 
propaganda built upon certain assumptions. The trees have spread their roots over decades in these protected 
national forests, but evidence remains of the Palestinian communities displaced by the once-fragile seedlings. 

“Through Weits’s private journals and exhaustive archival research, his great-granddaughter Michal 
explores his misgivings about the impact of his actions and controversial legacy. Her willingness to openly 
question the values she was raised to believe leads to difficult conversations with her relatives. 

“The result is a painful and enlightening exploration of a nation’s past with a conviction to address 
uncomfortable truths.” n

CARTOONS BY JAMES YOUNG

The film raises disturbing questions about the efforts to terra-reform the earth at the cost of the 
livelihood of people presently making their living on that same land.




